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Here is a random selection of 50 solutions from the 342 found... [Mr. H has deleted many.]
A2P 753 The prosecution over safety in an Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor, reactors which form part
of the electricity industry privatisation, will come as an extra embarrassment to the Government and
will further dent City confidence in the value of the nuclear assets.
A77 1089 Having got back to bed for a few hours, at 0800 Captain Moore arrives at his office in the
RMP Headquarters, which is housed in the 1936 Olympic Stadium Barracks, and by mid-morning is
feeling a bit smug about the noticeable dent in the paperwork on his desk.
AJ6 1042 He's got such a famous face, says Miss Horton, an economics lecturer at Kingston
Polytechnic, who may struggle to dent Nicholas Scott's 13,319 majority.
AP8 106 Sedgwick, born in Dent in 1785 and for many years Professor of Geology at Trinity
College, Cambridge, and a friend of Wordsworth and Darwin, describes the galleries of Dent vividly
and delightfully in his book, A Memorial To Cowgill Chapel 1868 : `The galleries were places of
mirth and glee and active happy industry for there might be heard the buzz of the spinning wheel and
the hum and the songs of those who were carrying out the labours of the day.'
APW 59 At the foot of it there was a kind of dent in the stonework where she could crouch in behind
the cloth, almost hidden.
B73 1427 Yet it even made a suggestion to CSM that might have made a dent in its sales graph.
CAD 2862 So far, they've failed to make a serious dent in the all-important college music scene,
essential if a so-called `alternative' band wants to crack America (and keep their US record deal).
CEL 492 Massive redundancy provisions are expected to dent the figures which could be £0.6bn
adrift at £1bn.
CET 1396 When we now roll the ball towards the dent it may circle around once or twice but
eventually it will fall through the hole.
CK5 3303 During 1991, for instance, Hi-Five's `I Like The Way (The Kissing Game)', a Jive release,
headed the US listings but failed to dent the Top 40 here, a similar fate befalling Surface's `The First
Time'.
CPP 29 Although the sum will make a considerable dent in Philips' net debt, it doesn't get the
company out of the woods altogether -- total borrowings are $8,500m.
E9R 283 Figures showing a fall last month in official reserves did not dent market sentiment.
ED7 877 Don't you see?', he repeated, frustrated at his inability to dent the journalist's confident
cynicism.

